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MESSAGE
amÎbpsS cïmaXv Macta Women’s International
Film Festival F¶ al\obamb kwcw`¯n\v Fsâ
FÃmhn[ BiwkIfpw t\cp¶p
M. T. Vasudevan Nair
Patron, MWIFF 20

I wish all success to the 2nd Macta Women’s
International Film Festival, organised by MACTA
Adoor Gopalakrishnan
Patron, MWIFF 20

I really admire MACTA’s effort to bring women
filmmakers to the spotlight. It is timely and
important. I wish the second edition of the
festival and the organizers the very best for this
milestone.
hariharan
Patron, MWIFF 19
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MESSAGE
I am very happy to know that MACTA is conducting the second
international film festival that will screen films all by women film
makers. I wish you the best for this wonderful venture and congratulate
you for acknowledging women’s contributions to cinema by hosting
this event.
Saradha | Patron, MWIFF 20

It is a great event for MACTA again during the pandemic days to honour
women by conducting the 2nd edition of an International Film Festival
for women and their films. I salute the honest efforts and the courage by
my friend Shri Jayaraj for making it a reality.
My sincere wishes to Shri Jayaraj and MACTA friends a huge success.
Always
Shaji N. Karun | Patron, MWIFF 20

Happy to know that MACTA is organising MWIFF again, despite the
Corona Epidemic Restrictions, this time Online. That’s the real spirit.
Cinema is celebrating its 125th year on 28th of December and this
Festival attains special significance as a result.
The best way of addressing the medium with passion is to embrace its
diverse streams of expression.
I wish MWIFF a great success.
John Paul | Patron, MWIFF 20

cïmaXv hna³kv CâÀ \mjWÂ ^nenw s^kvänhen\v XpS¡w Ipdn¡p¶ MACTA
bpsS ]pXnb kmcYnIÄ¡v Fsâ FÃm `mhpI§fpw t\cp¶p. hcpwhÀj§fnepw
Cu s^kvänhÂ ]qÀhm[nIw `wKntbmsS \S¯m\pÅ DuÀPw amÎ¡v DïmIs« F¶v
Biwkn¡p¶Xnt\msSm¸w \oï Ccp]¯©v hÀj§Ä¡v ap³]v C§s\sbmcp
Ne¨n{X kmwkvImcnI kwLS\¡v cq]w sImSp¡m³ \nan¯amb hyàn F¶ \ne
bnÂ F\n¡v AXnbmb kt´mjhpapïv.
MACTA¡v FÃmhn[ A\p{KlmÈnkpIfpw t\À¶psImïv
Kaloor Dennis | Patron, MWIFF 20
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MACTA

Malayalam Cine Technicians Association, MACTA, is the first formal
organization of the creative technicians of the Malayalam Motion
Picture Industry. The organisation, which was formed on 10th October
1993, aimed at bringing Malayali film technicians together on a common
platform for collective bargaining and for the common welfare of its
members. The organisation, which started with 39 members, now has
more than 1047 members, and is on a brisk track of development.
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We at MACTA feel that it is important for such events to reflect changing trends
and perspectives in world cinema. The growing presence and rich contributions
of women, as artists as well as creative technicians in motion picture industries
across the globe, is undeniably one of the most exciting developments in the
history of cinema over the past decades. To pay tribute to their outstanding
achievements, we resolved to exclusively showcase the works of international
women filmmakers in the Macta Women’s International Film Festival. This is the
second edition of MWIFF.
Women filmmakers are unique in their artistic sensibility and vision. To do justice
to their cinematic achievements, we have tried to ensure the highest quality
possible while representing a wide variety of talent. The festival programme
of the second edition includes a language focus section and a filmmaker
retrospective besides the world cinema section. Workshops on technical
aspects of filmmaking and panel discussions on themes intrinsic to the films
being showcased will also be held.
We hope to expand the duration of the festival and increase the variety of
programmes in the coming years. We also plan to include a competition section.
Amidst this pandemic we had to take this festival online and are proudly doing so.
We ensure you the same quality that we would experience in the offline festival.
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Chairman’s Note

CELEBRATING
WOMEN’S CINEMA
At its best, cinema offers its spectators an opportunity to transform
themselves by experiencing the world through the perspective of
another. As I see it, this festival invites you to such an experience by
showcasing the work of women filmmakers who are unique in their
artistic sensibility and vision. I have often felt that the artistic works of
women display depth and sensitivity that open within me spaces I like
to explore myself as a filmmaker. I hope this festival produces in you a
similar effect. Due to the present scenario where we are going through
the Covid-19 pandemic, we are forced to take the film festival online.
Though there will be many challenges ahead, we are ready to change
this painful challenge into a grand success story.
Jayaraj
Chairman & Artistic Director
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Festival Director’s Note

To conduct a women’s international film festival featuring films
exclusively by women filmmakers is in itself special. The women’s film
festival in addition has a couple of exceptional features: a women’s
international film festival has never been conducted before in the state
on this scale. Due to the present scenario, we are forced to take the film
festival online and we are ready to change this painful challenge into
a grand success story. The Malayalam Cine Technicians Association
is proudly conducting the second MWIFF. I look forward to seeing this
festival becoming the success it deserves. It’s an honour to be the
festival director of the second edition of the MWIFF and I hope this
festival grows bigger and better in its coming editions.
Seema Biswas
Festival Director
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SCREENING

SCHEDULE
DAY

1

DAY

NOV 6
FRIDAY
10:00 am

10:00 am
|LF

15’/ Turkish/ Turkey/ 2020

|FF

83’/ English/ USA/ 2019

75’/ Polish/ Poland/ 2019

BORC / DEBT

95’/ Turkish/ Turkey/ 2018
|LF

2:00 pm

WOMEN’S COUNTRY
|LD

52’/ Arabic, Turkish, English/ Turkey/ 2019

5:00 pm

I NEVER LEFT YOU ALONE
|LF

18’/ Spanish/ Spain/ 2019

5:00 pm

2:30 pm
107’/ Bengali/ India/ 2015

Cinema and Literature

6:00 pm

6:00 pm

OPENING FILM

CONCLUDING SESSION

93’/ Turkish/Turkey/ 2019
|LF

|LF

8:00 pm

8:00 pm

IN THE LAND OF POISON WOMAN

104’/ Pangchenpa, Hindi, English/India/ 2019

|FF

5:00 pm

THE HIVE

NOT KNOWING / BILMEMEK

|SF

NIRBASHITO

PANEL DISCUSSIONS

INAUGURAL FUNCTION

|FF

12:00 pm

4:00 pm

OBJECTOR

6:00 pm

MISHING

MY MEXICAN BRETZEL

75’/ Sherdukpen/ India/ 2018

|FF
|LF Language Focus |FF Feature Film |LD Long Documentary |SF Short Fiction

For Delegate Registration & Film Screening
www.4linecinema.com/mwiff
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|LD

|FF

3:00 pm
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LESSONS OF LOVE

91’/ Malayalam/ India/ 2019
|SF

|LF

10:30 am

THADIYANUM MUDIYANUM

48’/Russian/Russia/2020

Delegate Fee `100

14’/ Kurdish/ North Kurdistan/ 2018

2:00 pm

LYALIN’S HOUSE

94’/ Turkish/ Turkey/ 2019

|LF

ACCEPT THE CALL

2:00 pm

75’/ Hebrew, Arabic, English/ USA/ 2019

10:00 am
HUSH

10:30 am

AGA’S HOUSE

3

NOV 8
SUNDAY

TOPANGA

10:30 am
107’Albanian/Kosovo/2020

DAY

NOV 7
SATURDAY

BLEACH

15’/Turkish/Turkey/2020

2

73’/ English/ Spain/ 2019
|FF

|FF

FILM INDEX
Accept The Call
Aga’s House
Bleach / Çamaşır Suyu
Borc / Debt
Hush
I Never Left You Alone
In The Land Of Poison Woman
Lessons Of Love
Lyalin’s House
Mishing
My Mexican Bretzel
Nirbashito
Not Knowing / Bilmemek
Objector
Thadiyanum Mudiyanum
The Hive
Topanga
Women’s Country
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18
15
26
31
30
22
14
21
16
20
24
23
13
17
19
29
27
28

OPENING FILM

language
focus

NOT KNOWING / BILMEMEK
94’/ Turkish/ Turkey/ 2019

SYNOPSIS
Selma and Sinan are frustrated with each other after years of marriage.
Their son, Umut, is trying to get to know and prove himself. All three are
dissatisfied with their lives. Umut is a water polo player in high-school.
When a fellow player spreads a rumor that Umut is gay, he refuses to
comment. While Selma and Sinan struggle with their failing relationship,
Umut’s persistent silence over his sexuality simply exacerbates the
problem until one day Umut disappears.

Direction
Leyla Yılmaz
Screenplay
Leyla Yılmaz
Producer
Evren Parlar
Chris Elsey
Ateş İlyas Başsoy
Director of Photography
Meryem Yavuz
Editing
Osman Bayraktaroğlu

Leyla Yılmaz wrote and directed her first featurelength film, A Handful of Sea, in 2011 after shooting
many short films. Yilmaz, who won many awards
with his film Bir Avuç Deniz, shot his second film
Bilmemek in 2019.

NOV 6 | 6 pm
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feature
film
IN THE LAND OF POISON WOMAN /
BISHKANYAR DESHOT
104’/ Pangchenpa, Hindi, English/India/ 2019

SYNOPSIS
The film is the representation of an individual’s effort to break the myth
of “poisonous women” in a remote part of Arunachal Pradesh. Thongchi
has written the novel in the context of the Zemithang region of Tawang
District. In addition to presenting a suspenseful story, the novel portrays a
superstitious belief that prevails among the people of that tribe. The film
won the 66th National Award for Best Pangsenpa Film.

Direction
Manju Borah
Screenplay
Manju Borah
Producer
Yeshe Dorjee
Director of Photography
Sudheer Palsane
Editing
A Sreekar Prasad

Manju Borah, Eight time winner of the National Film
Awards, a short story writer started in 1996 with the
film Baibhab (A Scam in Verse), her first independent
film released in 1999 followed by Anya Ek Yatra 2001,
Akashitorar Kothare(A Tale Told Thousands Times)
2003, Laaz (Shame) 2004, Joymati the Savior 2006,
Aai Kot Nai (MA) 2008, Ko: Yad (A Silent Way) 2012,
Dau Huduni Methai, 2015, Sarbagunakar Srimanta
Sankardeb (an animated film) 2016 and In the Land
of Poison Women 2019. All these films received
the National Film Awards in different categories or
were selected in Indian Panorama at IFFI and also in
various international festivals of cinema within the
country or abroad.
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NOV 6 | 8 pm

feature
film
AGA’S HOUSE

107’Albanian/Kosovo/2020

SYNOPSIS
A diverse group of women live in a remote mountain location. The only
male element in the house is nine-year-old Aga, the son of one of the
women. When something unexpected happens, it is Aga who is tasked
with fixing the situation.

Lendita Zeqiraj, Writer & Director, Born in Kosovo,
award winning film director Lendita Zeqiraj is
declared ‘National Filmmaker of the Year 2014’,
and won “The Annual Film Excellence Award for
Cinematic Achievements” by the Kosovo Ministry of
Culture. She has worked on a number of shorts and
documentary films, which have participated in over
300 International Film Festivals, such as International
Short Film Festival Oberhausen, Thessaloniki, Cairo,
Leeds, Vilnius International Film Festival, Trieste
International Film Festival, Hamptons Film Festival
etc., winning prizes in a number of them.

Direction
Lendita Zeqiraj
Screenplay
Lendita Zeqiraj
Producer
Bujar Kabashi
Director of Photography
Sofian El Fani
Editing
Keka Berisha
Thomas Marchand

NOV 6 | 10.30 am
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short
fiction
LYALIN’S HOUSE
48’/Russian/Russia/2020

SYNOPSIS
The complex relationship between mother, daughter and father will lead
to a conflict, in which the unexpected appearance of a young man will not
allow him to benefit the older generation. A house that has always been
full of guests, where fun and joy reigned, will be empty forever, and the
protagonist will sink into the fictional world of her fantasies.

Direction
Oksana Degtyareva
Screenplay
Hanaa Attia

Oksana Degtyareva

NOV 6 | 2 pm
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long
docu
OBJECTOR

75’/ Hebrew, Arabic, English/ USA/ 2019

SYNOPSIS
Like all Israeli youth, Atalya is obligated to become a soldier. Unlike
most, she questions her family’s legacy and seeks the truth about her
government’s practices. Despite her family’s political disagreements
and personal concerns, she refuses military duty and is imprisoned for
her dissent. Her concern for Palestinian human rights disqualifies her for
status as an official conscientious objector, but her actions sweep her
family and community into a journey of political transformation.

Direction
Molly Stuart
Producer
Molly Stuart
Amitai Ben-Abba
Daniel Bernardi
Director of Photography
Andrés Gallegos
Editing
Molly Stuart
Daniel Chein

Molly Stuart is a director, producer, and editor
based in the San Francisco Bay Area. She was a
2018 Women, Peace, and Security Fellow and a
2019 resident with SFFILM. While earning an MFA
in Cinema at San Francisco State University, Molly
won the Bill Nichols Excellence in Cinema Award, the
Canon Best in Show Award, the Spotlight on Women
in Film Award, and the Barbara Hammer Award. She
has also won several film festival awards including
Best Documentary, Best Interfaith Film, Best
International Documentary, Best Short, and Best
Young Women Storyteller Award. Molly’s film work
asks questions about how change is made and
casts an intimate light on people involved in social
movements.
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NOV 6 | 3 pm

long
docu
ACCEPT THE CALL
83’/ English/ USA/ 2019

SYNOPSIS
The story of a father looking for answers to understand why his son tried
to leave home to join a terrorist organization in a foreign country, and
journeys with them to find a way back, after breaking each other’s hearts.
Through his eyes, the film explores the struggles of Muslim American
youths growing up in contemporary America.

Direction
Eunice Lau
Writers
Yasu Inoue
Eunice Lau
Producer
Eunice Lau
Cinematographers
Eunice Lau
Hiroo Takaoka
James Christenson

Eunice Lau, A former broadcast journalist, has a
penchant for telling stories concerning social justice.
Her film Through the Fire filmed in Somalia, was
nominated for best short documentary at AMPAS
Student Academy in 2013 while she was pursuing
her MFA in film directing at New York University.
With her training in narrative filmmaking, she seeks
to bring a cinematic form to documentary films. Her
works have appeared on Discovery Channel, Al
Jazeera English and Channel News Asia. As a
Singaporean filmmaker who calls New York City
home, her stories often capture the journey of the
immigrant and the profundity of our increasingly
myriad hyphenated identities.
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Editing
Yasu Inoue
Music
Osei Essed

NOV 7 | 10.30 am

feature
film
THADIYANUM MUDIYANUM
91’/ Malayalam/ India/ 2019

SYNOPSIS
The talk between the fatso and furry reveals the continual mental and
physical transitions, ambiguities, self conciseness and pseudo moralities
of people and system. In this film the characters are the representatives
of any people who just follow these systems and forget to live. Through
the conversation with Thadiyan and Mudiyan , cinema tells that nothing is
constant, things change when better alternatives come.

Direction
Krishnaveni Unni
Screenplay
Binulal Unni
Producer
Achu Ami
Director of Photography
Ramanunni
Editing
Yadu Krishnan

Krishnaveni unni is a filmmaker from Kerala, India.
She is a journalism graduate and have done short
films and documentaries earlier. She is also a
cinematographer, is completing her cinematography
diploma in K. R. Narayananan National Institute of
Visual Science and Arts, Kerala,India. Some of her
works have shown in International documentary and
film festival in kerala, and some other international
festivals. She directed Thadiyanum Mudiyanum (The
fatso and furry) in 2019. It is her debut feature film.

Music
Ajithkumar A S

NOV 7 | 2 pm
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feature
film
MISHING

75’/ Sherdukpen/ India/ 2018

SYNOPSIS
A Manipuri Army deserter grows roots in the Sherdukpan community of
Arunachal Pradesh and suddenly disappears only to resurface decades
later and once again vanish behind a curtain of curious questions.

Direction
Bobby Sarma Baruah
Screenplay
Bobby Sarma Baruah
Producer
Sulakhyana Baruah
Director of Photography
Sonu Kumar
Editing
Ratul Deka

Bobby Sarma Baruah is an Indian Film maker,
Film researcher, Producer and Screewriter whose
narrative content on socio cultural issues in Assam
and the North East has been highly appreciated.
Her debut feature Adomya (Indomitable) based on
HIV AIDS in which she explored the sensitivity and
emotional word of women. She was awarded with
the best film in spiritual category at the 13th Dhaka
International Film Festival. Her second venture
Sonar BaramPakhi (The golden Wing) won the Best
Audience Award at Dhaka Film Festival and Grand
Jury Selection at 15th Indian Film Festivals of Los
Angeles (IFFLA) 2017. The film got official selection
in 21 different international film festivals aroun d the
globe. Mishing is her third feature project.
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Music
Shashank Kothari

NOV 7 | 8 pm

feature
film
LESSONS OF LOVE
75’/ Polish/ Poland/ 2019

SYNOPSIS
For decades, Jola did what was expected of her. As a mother of six and the
wife of an abusive husband, she would put on her make-up and colourful
clothes to pretend everything was fine. One day something breaks inside
her and she finds the strength to leave her husband and start living life to
the fullest. She hangs out with her girlfriend, dances in Cafe Smile, writes
poems and songs. She sings about love - something she’s always dreamt
of, yet never experienced. Unexpectedly, she meets Wojtek, who treats like
a queen. Will she be able to open up and embrace love for the first time?
Especially, when she finds out that she has less time than she thought?
Kasia Mateja, filmmaker and photographer, graduate
of Edinburgh College of Art in Scotland from the
faculty of Film and TV. She made documentaries and
experimental films in Scotland, Ireland, Argentina,
Bolivia, Peru, Mongolia. Her documentary Silence on
the way to the Reindeer People won awards at the
festival in Brazil, Romania, Portugal and in Poland.
Malgorzata Goliszewska a documentary filmmaker
with artistic background. Graduated form DocPro
course at wajdaSchool in 2012 and POLSKA. DOC.
She received a master degree in Multimedia art.
She directed several short films, two of which were
screened all over the world on international film
festivals.
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Direction
Małgorzata Goliszewska
Kasia Mateja
Script
Małgorzata Goliszewska
Anna Stylińska
Producer
Widok ANNA STYLIŃSKA
Cinematography
Mateusz Czuchnowski
Kasia Mateja
Tymon Tykwiński
Editing
Alan Zejer

NOV 8 |10.30 am

short
fiction
I NEVER LEFT YOU ALONE
18’/ Spanish/ Spain/ 2019

SYNOPSIS
Claudia, a teenager who has always felt a strange rejection by her mother,
accompanies her to clean an old family home where they used to spend
the summer. Once there, Claudia encounters the ghosts of her past and
is forced to face the truth from which she has been escaping all her life.

Direction
Mireia Noguera
Producer
Mireia Noguera
Producer
Jana Llopart
Cinematography
Gina Ferrer
Editing
Mireia Noguera

Mireia Noguera, Director and scriptwriter of the
national and international award-winning short film
Centrifugado (2017) and the recently released I never
left you alone in the Official Section of the Sitges
Festival 2019. Personal assistant to film director
David Victori for more than 6 years , has been in
productions such as El Pacto (2018). Represented
by the AlterEgo agency in Spain.

Music
Miquel Coll

NOV 8 |2 pm
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feauture
film
NIRBASHITO

107’/ Bengali/ India/ 2015

SYNOPSIS
This is a story of isolation and hope, of a writer in exile. When the writer is
banished for her attack on religious fundamentalism and patriarchy, her
cat is suddenly left alone. There is the administrative farce, which gets
more and more complicated as friends try to send the homeless cat to
the exiled woman. And there is the gloomy plight of a woman exiled to a
distant land, where her new friends show, that humanity and commitment
transcend all geographical and linguistic barriers.

Direction
Churni Ganguly
Script
Churni Ganguly
Cinematography
Sirsha Ray
Editing
Bodhaditya Banerjee
Music
Raja Narayan Deb

Churni Ganguly. A quiet childhood in a small hill
station near Darjeeling, university studies in Calcutta,
a love for the arts and a commitment towards
anything she does.… Calcutta discovered a powerful
actor in her, and Churni started to mesmerize Indian
audiences with award-winning performances in
nationally as well as internationally acclaimed films.
Perhaps she realized this too. She took a two-year
sabbatical, at the end of which she which she
resurfaced with a stunning script, titled Nirbashito.
An actress who had first faced the camera in 1987,
has finally emerged as a Writer and Director of
Cinema in 2014. The film, Nirbashito (Banished),
celebrates 27 years of her acting career and the birth
of a filmmaker.
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NOV 8 |2.30 pm

feature
film
MY MEXICAN BRETZEL
73’/ English/ Spain/ 2019

SYNOPSIS
Lies are just another way of telling the truth. The desire to believe is the
hand of the man hanging from a cliff and clinging to the only stone that
would seem to save him. But he always ends up falling because the stone
is a mirage, just as the cliff is. Death is awakening from this dream in which
the essential can be said and in which the continuous and infinite has a
beginning, an end and a meaning.

Direction
Nuria Giménez
Cinematography
Frank A. Lorang
Editing
Cristóbal Fernández
Nuria Giménez
Sound
Jonathan Darch

Nuria GÍMENEZ, studied Journalism, International
Relations and Documentary Film. After her studies,
she improved her knowledge of filmmaking
by attending masterclasses and seminars of
filmmakers such as Virginia García del Pino, Wang
Bing and Stephen Frears. She directed her first
documentary short, Kafeneio, in 2017. It screened
at DocumentaMadrid and Bogota Documentary
International Film Festival. My Mexican Bretzel
(2019) is her first feature.

NOV 8 |6 pm
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LANGUAGE FOCUS

TURKISH
Language focus has been a speciality of our film festival. The language focus of
last year was Arabic and this time it is Turkish. Turkish also referred to as Istanbul
Turkish or Turkey Turkish, is the most widely spoken of the Turkic languages, with
around 70 to 80 million speakers, the national language of Turkey. To focus on
films made in the Turkish language is to showcase cinema by women filmmakers
who have not got exposed to the big wide world out there. Beyond the various
challenges of filmmaking, these women have been strong and brave to tell their
stories in the cinematic medium, overcoming severe restrictions on artistic as well
as personal freedoms. These films are each unique in their theme, content and
presentation, yet they share a common aptitude to explore their characters’ lives
with depth and sensitivity, and to render the lands where these stories take place
as a rich background.
Six films, including the opening film Not Knowing/Bilmemek, fall under this section.
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language
focus
BLEACH / ÇAMAŞIR SUYU
15’/Turkish/Turkey/2020

SYNOPSIS
Sibel (30), a lady with her baby in the stroller tries to earn money with stair
cleaning, faces eviction for rent arrears. She tries to reach her husband
Yılmaz, who working at a landfill, to figure out the situation, meanwhile she
also visits the flats and tries to collect her monthly stair cleaning fee.

Direction
Büşra Bülbül

Büşra Bülbül, born in Izmir Turkey and completed
his primary and secondary education in Istanbul.
She is still continuing his education in the Geography
department of Istanbul University and sociology
department at Anatolian university.
Her documentary Bulgur Değirmeni (2016) was
select at many national and international film
festivals. She worked as a screenwriter in the
animated series Derin ile Serin in 2017. Her debut
feature film is My Short Words It was invited to the
festival in more than thirty countries and became a
finalist; it has Grand Prizes from Italy, Kosovo, South
Korea etc. film festivals.

NOV 6 | 10 am
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language
focus
TOPANGA

15’/ Turkish/ Turkey/ 2020

SYNOPSIS
Hearing impaired, homeless Gala escapes from a man who continuously
abuses her. While her life becomes a routine in an abandoned old truck
on a mountain road, she has no clue the abusive man ﬁnds out where
her hiding place is. One night, after a brutal attack, she ﬁnds the strength
to stand up one last time and starts walking. She has no clue where this
survival walk will end up and change her life!

Direction
Aycil Yeltan
Screenplay
Aycil Yeltan
Producer
Aycil Yeltan
Director of Photography
Daniel DeForest
Editing
Aycil Yeltan

Aycil Yeltan, earned her MFA in acting at CalArts. As
a classically trained actress, she has performed in
numerous stage productions both in the US and her
home country Turkey. Recent years, Aycil played the
role of Sasha in Shirin in Love by Iranian ﬁlm director
Ramin Niami and Turkish Film We were Dining and
I Decided where she played one of the leads. Her
directorial debut Marie Clementine was invited to
several ﬁlm festivals, including Middlebury New
Filmmakers and nominated for a best short ﬁlm at
the Moving Picture Film Festival in Belgium in 2017.
Topanga is her second ﬁlm she wrote , directed and

Music
Tolga Cebi

produced.

NOV 7 | 10 am
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language
focus
WOMEN’S COUNTRY

52’/ Arabic, Turkish, English/ Turkey/ 2019

SYNOPSIS
The film follows the director’s everlasting search for the meaning of
home. Often defined by memories and people, is it transient or stable?
And can it be tied to a location? In an era where thousands of people are
making perilous journeys to find a safe home while others discover new
habitable planets in space, these questions cover more than the personal
questioning of a Turkish filmmaker moving to the USA. Displaced by the
war in Syria and resettled in Florida, USA, Fatima and Huda join her in the
exploration of what does it mean to build a new home; to leave things
and people behind, by choice or not, and how the past is weaved into the
present.
Sirin Bahar Demirel is a Turkish visual artist working
primarily in the mediums of film and photography.
She studied cinema in Istanbul, Turkey and got
her MA in Artistic Direction of Cultural Projects
in Montpellier, France. She makes documentary
films with an experimental and playful approach.
Her works generally mix what is political and
personal. Recent festivals and exhibitions that she
participated in include Ars Electronica Festival,
Austria; Transmediale Arts and Digital Culture
Festival, Berlin; Kassel Documentary Video and Film
Festival. She currently lives and works between

Direction
Şirin Bahar Demirel
Script
Şirin Bahar Demirel
Producer
Şirin Bahar Demirel
Cinematography
Şirin Bahar Demirel
Editor
Şirin Bahar Demirel
Music
Tolga Gürpinar

Istanbul, Turkey and the USA.

NOV 7 | 4 pm
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language
focus
THE HIVE

93’/ Turkish/Turkey/ 2019

SYNOPSIS
Before she dies, Ayşe’s mother tells her that she will leave Ayşe her much
loved bee hives to manage. Ayşe’s modern life has moved her away from
the mountains of her childhood – a life in which the bees and their honey
were central. The film follows the story of a female beekeeper’s struggle
with nature.

Direction
Eylem Kaftan
Producer
Canol Balkaya
Mustafa Karadeniz
Director of Photography
Serdar Ünlütürk
Editing
Erkan Erdem

Eylem Kaftan Born in Turkey, completed a B.A. in
Philosophy at Boğaziçi University in Istanbul. She
then continued a Masters program at Istanbul
Bilgi University in Cinema and TV. She completed
another Masters program in film and video at
York University. Her first documentary, Faultlines,
investigates the aftermath of the earthquake which
hit Turkey in 1999. It won Best Short Film and the
Jury Prize at the Planet Indie Film Festival in Toronto
in 2002. Vendetta Song (2005) produced in coproduction with the National Film Board of Canada,
has received several awards.

NOV 7 | 6 pm
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HUSH

14’/ Kurdish/ North Kurdistan/ 2018

SYNOPSIS
Zere and her family live in a small Kurdish village of the city of Ağrı. Zere
has a particular interest in music and sounds of nature. She plays on
whatever she finds at home that creates a rhythmical sound. But her
family members and everyone else around her constantly complain about
the noise. This film is about the silencing placed on the voice of a young
girl.

Direction
Nursel Doğan

Nursel Doğan, She studied Istanbul Bilgi University
Cinema- TV and Photography, she started working
in the cinema sector. Shot documentaries, fiction
and education films. Worked as assistant director
in various feature films, TV serials, short films and
documentaries.Took part as actress in various short
films.

NOV 8 | 10 am
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focus
BORC / DEBT

95’/ Turkish/ Turkey/ 2018

SYNOPSIS
Tufan is a kindhearted fellow who takes in a neighbor with a serious illness.
But as tensions at work rise and the increasingly sickly houseguest begins
to strain his marriage, Tufan begins to wonder if trying to live a life that is
just and good is worth the trouble.

Direction
Vuslat Saraçoglu
Script
Vuslat Saraçoglu
Producer
Vuslat Saraçoglu
Cinematography
Meryem Yavuz
Editing
Naim Kanat

Vuslat Saraçoglu, She was born in Tokat. After
graduating İzmir Bornova Anatolian High School,
she received her undergraduate degree in Sociology
and International Relations Department from Bilgi
University with full scholarship. In 2010, she attended
to Sarajevo Talent Campus. She directed a short
film called Cacophony and a documentary called
The Children of Müslüm Baba. In 2014, she worked
in the film, Why I Can’t be Tarkovsky as production
coordinator and actor. Her feature length film Debt
participated in many national and international
festival and received Golden Tulip for Best Film at
Istanbul International Film Festival, Best Editing and
Best Actress at Bosphorus Film Festival, and Best
First Film at Malatya Film Festival.
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Music
Erdem Ergün

NOV 8 |12 pm

live on
INAUGURATION
November 6th 5 pm
KPAC LALITHA
(Actress, Chairperson, Kerala Sangeetha Nataka Akademi)

WEBINAR
November 7th 5 pm

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Cinema and Literature
Introduction
M T VASUDEVAN NAIR
Participants
RASOOL POOKKUTY,
DEEDI DAMODARAN
BENYAMIN
SUSMESH CHANDROTH
TANOOJA BATTATHIRI
ANU MOL
Moderator
MADHAVI MADHUPAL

CONCLUDING
SESSION
November 8th 5 pm
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KANI KUSRTHI
(International & State Award winning Actress)

STEERING
COMMITTEE

QUAZI ABDUR RAHIM
Programme Curator

PRADEEP NAIR
International
Programmer

SUNDARDAS
GEN. SECRETARY

A S DINESH
TREASURER

PADMAKUMAR
VICE CHAIRMAN

P K BABURAJ
SECRETARY

SETHU
SECRETARY

G MARTHANDAN
SECRETARY

KAVYA H DAS
International
Programmer

APARNA
Festival
Programmer

FESTIVAL COORDINATORS

SAMEERA SANEESH

SHINY SARA

EVENT COORDINATORS

G S VIJAYAN
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SHIBU
CHAKRAVARTHY

MADHUPAL

FESTIVAL
TEAM

A K SANTHOSH
VICE CHAIRMAN

MWIFF 20
MACTA WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL 2020
COMMMITTEES

OPENING AND CLOSING CEREMONIES
GS Vijayan
Madhupal
Shibu Chakravarthy
SCREENINGS
Jahangir Ummar
Vaisakh Vamadevan
MEDIA AND PUBLICITY
Shibu Chakravarthy
G S Viajayan
IN CONVERSATION AND PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Madhupal
Shibu Chakaravrthy
DELEGATE REGISTRATION
Jahangir Ummar
Vaisakh Vamadevan
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